No. 511 /PRO/PHQ, dated, Delhi the 29/9 /2010

To

The Editor,
Hindustan Times
New Delhi.

Subject:- Regarding News report “ACB men to keep eye on cops”.

Sir,

This refers to the captioned news item appeared in the Hindustan Times on 29-09-10. The headlines of this news item and related contents are factually incorrect and misleading.

The news item suggested that the ACB men will keep an eye on Delhi Police and vigil corruption branch deputes men to Games Venues, Village, which is absolutely incorrect and baseless. It is clarified that the staff of Anti-Corruption Branch has been deployed to perform normal Security duties alongwith the other staff of Delhi Police.

The staff in the Anti-Corruption Branch of GNCT Delhi is posted by the Delhi Police Establishment Board from the strength of Delhi Police and they are always deployed for duties in connection with major law and order arrangements. The deployment of staff from the Anti-Corruption Branch alongwith the rank and file of the force is not an exception for the Commonwealth Games – 2010. It is also clarified that the ACB staff has not been briefed to keep an eye on the officers posted everywhere for security duties and to keep the vigil on the other Delhi Police staff.

In view of the above stated facts and circumstances, it is requested that the correct facts related to this issue may be published in order to put the report in proper perspective with the same prominence for your esteemed readers.

( Rajan Bhagat )
Public Relations Officer
Delhi Police